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Illustrations

Shuk Restaurant
I have been creating illustrations for Shuk that is displayed on 
the new website and graphic material, having the pleasure to 
work alongside the Web Designer Dana Amir.
The main idea was to translate the inspiring atmosphere of Shuk 
that is influenced by Middle Eastern and Mediterranean cuisines, 
showing all the quality of the products and services, bringing the 
care of the craftsmanship mixing to the modern cuisines.









Marca Brasil
Newspaper

News Design Cover and pages developed for Marca Brasil Newspaper.
Marca is a popular Spanish newspaper that made a partnership with 
EJESA group in Brazil and together created Marca Brasil. 
Launched in 2010 in Rio de Janeiro and later in São Paulo, was a daily 
newspaper focused on sports. The project has a rich and daring 
graphic design, infographics, illustrations and high-quality images.





News Design

Ataque / O Dia Newspaper
Cover and pages developed for Ataque.
Ataque is a daily sport section from O Dia Newspaper, 
a popular newspaper from Rio de Janeiro - Brazil





Graphic Tees 

Reserva
A special edition of digital illustrations for Brazilian 
apparel & fashion brand 









Woven Bag Design

Sunlite Mitre 10
Graphic arts developed for Sunlite Mitre 10

Stores: Bondi Junction, Paddington, Newtown, 
York St, Pitt St and Mosman - NSW



Top 10 Winner
Quaran-Tee Competition

Deus Ex Machina 
I have been chosen as a top 10 winner in the 
Deus Ex Machina Quaran-Tee Competition. 
My piece “Scratch Tracks” will be available to 
purchase in a special capsule produced by 
the brand.
Global competition with 3347 designers and 
artists who submitted amazing creative work.

AWARD





THE QUARAN-TEE 
COLLAB COMP

Deus Ex Machina 

Some of my entries
for the competition







Concept story app

Guri - Aboriginal 
stories for kids

Guri is a platform that helps parents, offering 
Aboriginal stories for the young ones. Portraying 
inspirations, bringing cultural understandings, 
recognition and democratising Aboriginal Culture.

WATCH ONE STORY

Aboriginal 
stories 
for kids

listen

guri* = ear 

*In Dharug Language 
from Gadigal Peopletell a story

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJoNc41xbWY


The stories we hear as children shape our view of the 
world. Aboriginal stories provide important information 
about culture, values, people, animals and the environment.

Part of the project developed for the subject Social 
Enterprises / Master of Design / Torrens University. 
Non-commercial project.



friendship is the antidote

Branding, app design, 
illustrations and more

Fellow Grin

A platform (app + website) that connects volunteers with older people 
living in aged care. 

In a two-way street, the platform allows volunteers to search for aged 
cares and book a visit, changing someone’s life through friendship.

The app makes contact between volunteers and aged care. 
The elderly only have contact with volunteers during the visitation.

Logo

Logo Variations

version 1 version 2

Corporate ColoursSlogan

Friendship is the antidote



Part of the project developed for the subject Design 
Futures Master of Design / Torrens University. 
Non-commercial project.



Editorial Design

Reserva
Reserva Culture Book is a motivational and inspirational 
internal publication from an apparel & fashion brand Reserva. 
It has been done annually and provided to all employees.
Graphic project by Reserva’s creative department.





Drawing & Painting

Lithography
Lithographies, A3 size. 
Developed during the Fine Arts 
Engraving course in Brazil.

Lithography was the first printmaking 
technology that allowed a traditional 
artist to work using conventional 
techniques, and to create prints 
that could reveal an original painting 
regarding detail, mood and colour 
variations. Stone lithography was 
popular for about a century during 
the 1800s and it still practising today, 
attracting more artists.

It is the original form of planographic, 
or surface printing, and offered 
freedom to the artist or printer. The 
illustration could be drawn directly 
onto a highly polished chalky limestone 
block with special crayon pens.



On the top: Image transfered 
from the block to the paper.

Bottom: Drawings, paintings and 
scratchs on the chalky limestone block.
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Packaging

Reserva
Clothing packaging developed for Reserva Mini.
Inspired by the milk cartons and the Pop Art of 
the American artist Roy Lichtenstein.
Graphic design project: 
Diogo Albuquerque and Carlos Denisieski. 





Illustrations and layout designed pages.

Reserva Magazine was designed to show the content that involves 
the latest brand’s collection. 
The magazine brings the catalogue of own brands and on top of that, 
has news, interviews, advice, poems, etcetera.

Editorial Design

Reserva





Animation and more

The Portal
I developed my first animation/film, creating a tribute to an 
incredible person with all my admiration and enormous gratitude. 
My friend, mentor, graphic designer and lecture: Cesar Netto Cid

WATCH THE FILM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LdNZGY-R0nM&feature=youtu.be


Part of the project developed for the subject Design Context 
Master of Design / Torrens University. 
Non-commercial project.

Song: Sem Sombra
Artist: Pedro Santos
Album: Krishnanda (1968)

STORY
Every day, a man walks a long distance to find drinkable water. Day in and day out, he performs the same exhausting and 
time-consuming routine. The man repeated this routine for years. 
And then, one day... He discovers a source of pure water in another dimension. He does not question the source, but simply 
marvels at his new-found ease. Now, the man doesn’t need to spend hours and hours walking long distances every day.



Editorial - Experimental

Deus Ex Machina
Some editorial pages I have designed as a trial 
for the brand Deus Ex Machina from Sydney. 
(Unused concept pages)









Illustration

Painting
I created these two pieces for my personal project.
The illustrations were hand painted using Indian black 
ink on paper and then scanned and retouched using 
Adobe Photoshop.





Illustration

100% Ballpoint 
pen drawings

I have been developing 
some drawings as 
personal work, where I 
use only ballpoint pens 
on paper.





I am a professional in Graphic Design, with 
more than eleven years of experience 
in creative management, with a passion 
for the arts, design and everything that 
involves aesthetics and visuals. I have 
extensive experience in graphic design and 
illustration, working on many great projects.

Throughout my career, I have consistently 
created innovative design solutions, and I 
can transform desire, goal, and feeling into 
art. To me a client brief is an opportunity to 
channel this passion but in the parameters 
of a clients commercial objective. 
I also have experience in team 
management, delegating tasks and 
controlling processes.

Among my characteristics are loyalty, 
honesty, dedication, curiosity, creativity, 
flexibility and proactivity. I can easily 
contribute to the company’s success, 
helping to motivate team members.

0406 245 092
send.diogo@gmail.com
www.cargocollective.com/diogo-a
Instagram: @albuquerque.diogo

Thank you


